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Abstract
C3-Alps has successfully synthesized, transferred, communicated and implemented in policy and practice knowledge about climate
change adaptation, including results of previous Alpine Space projects. Based on a thorough analysis of the main dialogue groups,
regional administration and mayors/municipalities, a broad spectrum of pilot activities have initiated, supported and implemented
sustainable action on adaptation in 12 pilot regions across the Alps. Tailored communication formats were developed and applied to
transfer the knowledge to stakeholders on multiple levels. Climate adaptation policies and governance frameworks were analysed
and empirically based recommendations for enhancing implementation of national adaptation strategies and developing regional
and local action plans derived. For the first time, a lasting transnational exchange network of the national adaptation policy makers
of all Alpine countries has been established. The “Climate Adaptation Platform for the Alps” was developed and has been launched
online. It gives convenient access to an inventory of state-of-the-art adaptation knowledge that is relevant and useful for decision
makers and tailored to end-user needs. The final project conference was highly successful in delivering a forum for exchange and
learning among Alpine regions.

Relevance
The Alpine Space is affected by climate change more severely than other regions within and beyond Europe. Without planned and
preventive adaptation to already unavoidable climate change, long-term climatic changes and growing risks from natural hazards
and extreme events will cause unmanageable and irreversible impacts on natural systems, life-sustaining ecosystem services, the
built environment, economic sectors, and human livelihoods. Expected high damages to infrastructure, settlements and material
assets threaten economic growth potentials. Impacts and their magnitude will be distributed unevenly across Alpine regions, which
threatens to increase development disparities between regions. The EU Adaptation Strategy stresses the need for building a solid
knowledge base and for developing regional adaptation strategies. National adaptation strategies are in place or in preparation in
some Alpine countries, but their implementation is still facing multiple barriers. Action programmes on regional and local levels are
still widely lacking. C3-Alps has provided strong support for national adaptation policy processes and fostered bottom-up action on
adaptation. By preparing a web knowledge platform for the Alps, C3-Alps responded to major gaps in accessibility, usability, and
transfer of adaptation knowledge. Effective knowledge provision is needed to increase skills, know-how and implementation
capacities of decision makers and to leverage the impacts of available knowledge.

Key Achievements
+ Climate Adaptation Platform for the Alps (www.c3alps.eu/kip): Web-based portal for the brokerage of adaptation knowledge and
services for decision makers in Alpine territories from transnational to local scale (incl. thematic collections of knowledge items with
synthesis dossiers)
+ Permanent transnational exchange network of national adaptation policy makers of all Alpine countries
+ 12 policy assessment reports analysing climate adaptation policies, governance and the science-policy chain in Alpine countries
and regions, plus one transnational synthesis report with practice examples of good adaptation governance and recommendations
for enhancement of adaptation policy making
+ Communication manual "Overcoming communication challenges: how to successfully communicate climate change adaptation"
+ Communication guideline "Climate change in still and moving images"
+ Report on transfer of adaptation knowledge "From science to practical application"
+ Collection of multi-lingual fact sheets with key messages for adaptation in sectors
+ 3 survey reports on key dialogue groups: public administration, municipalities, banks and insurances
+ 12 summary reports about pilot activities successfully conducted in Alpine regions, plus one transnational synthesis report with
evaluation of lessons learnt
+ Climate Adaptation Fitness Check Tool for municipalities, incl. transfer manual
+ Final print publication: Illustrated climate adaptation calendar with key messages (multi-lingual)

Lessons Learnt
Approaches that proved particularly effective and lessons learnt from implementing the project include the following:
+ Establishing Task Forces of a few committed partners for complex tasks and development of specific products (e.g., WP6 core
group for preparing the web platform, task force for producing the final results publication) proved an efficient approach. At them
same time, it is important to maintain regular feedback loops with the entire partnership.
+ Surveys on information needs and communication behaviour of core target groups at the beginning as well as sustained dialogue
with recipients of results during project implementation allowed tailoring of activities and products to end user needs.This is opposed
to more "standard" project designs, where transfer is often conceptualised as something that comes at the very end of the project
cycle.
+ The transnational final project conference was designed as a highly interactive dialogue event. Instead of frontal presentations,
inclusive and activating formats such as market stands, future labs, and plenary debates were employed. Planning a conference of
that kind may require more efforts, but the impacts on participants proved to be incomparably better.
+ Lessons learnt from implementing pilot activities have been systematically evaluated and presented in a synthesis report, thus
allowing future projects and adaptation initiatives in Alpine regions to benefit from the experiences in C3-Alps.

Replication / Roll out
The Climate Adaptation Platform for the Alps is the only web-based brokerage portal for adaptation knowledge and services that
covers the entire Alpine region and gives central access to state-of-the-art information, tailored to match the needs of decision
makers in all Alpine territories. As a transnational knowledge sharing facility and the main gateway for adaptation information in the
Alps, it aims at supporting the implementation of adaptation strategies and is expected to leverage considerably the impact of the
knowledge produced.
Results of the policy performance analysis have been presented to national and regional policy makers and will be considered in
forthcoming revisions of national adaptation strategies, e.g. in Austria during 2015. The policy making communities will continue to
benefit from the ongoing exchange activities of the transnational network of adaptation policy makers.
C3-Alps has delivered a range of products that are transferable and provide substantial added value, e.g. guidelines, manuals,
lessons learnt and dissemination materials about how to communicate and transfer climate adaptation issues. Lessons learnt from
implementing pilot activities have been evaluated in a synthesis report, thus allowing future adaptation initiatives in Alpine regions to
benefit from the experiences made. A manual facilitates the transfer of the Climate Adaptation Fitness Check tool for Bavarian
municipalities to other Alpine countries.

